
A List of Obama’s Constitutional Violations
Posted on March 27, 2013

> Updated 05/16/16   “I was a constitutional law professor, which means unlike the current president I actually

respect the Constitution.”  Barrack Hussein Obama.  Obama took the Presidential Oath, swearing to “.. preserve,

protect and defend the Constitution of the United States” but has:

Used Executive Action in direct opposition to the law, and unilaterally changes the law for at least five million

illegal aliens; Article 1 Section 1, ALL Legislative power held by Congress; “he shall take Care that the Laws be

faithfully executed,” Article II Section 3;  Article I Section 8

In direct violation of ACA Law ( Section 36B ) ordered subsidies be paid under Federal Exchange.  Article. I.

Section. 1; Article II, Section 3.

Complicit in receiving official emails from Secretary of State exclusively via personal email address – a

violation of Federal Law.  Article II Section 3

Ignored law by taking Iran Deal to UN prior to 60-day review period mandated by Iran Nuclear Agreement

Review, and failed to turn over side agreements as outlined.  – “he shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully

executed,” Article II Section 3

Ignored Congressional Treaty Powers. Article II Section 1, Article II Section 2

Operation Choke Point program – Direct infringement on 2nd Amendment.

Violated statute on “Material Support of Terrorism” by returning top terrorists back to terrorist organizations.

Article II Section 3; Dereliction of Duty Article II Section 4

Violated Appropriations Act (DOD Section 8111) – GAO report; Article II Section 3

Ignored law that requires Congress be notified prior to any detainees being moved from Guantanamo. “he

shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed,” Article II Section 3

Using EPA to “legislate” over States, Congress,  and Federal Court; Article II Section 3;  Article I Section 8;

Direct violation of Presidential Oath.

Appointed 24+ Federal agency czars without advice and consent of the Senate; Violation of Article II Section 2

Used Executive Privilege in regards to Fast & Furious gun running scandal. When Government misconduct is

the concern Executive privilege is negated.

23 Executive Orders on gun control – infringement of the 2nd Amendment

Exposed identity and methods of operation of a Navy SEALs team – Illegal for a President to reveal classified

military secrets. Article II Section 3

2 Executive actions mandating private health information on patients be turned over to NICS – Violation of

HIPPA law.

Executive Order bypassing Congress on immigration – Article 1 Section 1, ALL Legislative power held by

Congress; Article II Section 3;  Article I Section 8

Unilaterally issued new exemptions to immigration restrictions law that bars certain asylum-seekers and

refugees who provided “limited material support” to t errorists. – Article 1 Section 1; Article I Section 8

 Congress shall have the Power..to establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization.

Issued directive instructing ICE to NOT enforce immigration laws in certain cases. Article 1 Section 1, ALL

Legislative power held by Congress; “he shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed,” Article II Section
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3;  Article I Section 8

Release of convicted illegal aliens ordered in direct opposition to law-Article II Section 3

Expanded executive action for amnesty to illegal immigrant relatives of DREAM Act beneficiaries. Article 1

Section 1, ALL Legislative power held by Congress; “he shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed,”

Article II Section 3;  Article I Section 8

Executive action directing DHS that almost all immigration offenses were unenforceable absent a separate

criminal conviction. Article 1 Section 1, ALL Legislative power held by Congress; “he shall take Care that the

Laws be faithfully executed,” Article II Section 3;  Article I Section 8

Ignoring Law (2006 Secure Fence Act) “he shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed,” Article II

Section 3

Used DOJ to ignore section 8 of the Voting Rights Act. ” he shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully

executed,” Article II Section 3

Used DOJ to prevent Arizona and Alabama from enforcing immigration laws. – 10th Amendment

Information memorandum telling states that they can waive the work requirement for welfare recipients,

thereby altering the 1996 welfare reform law. – Article 1 Section 1, ALL Legislative power held by Congress.

Used NLRB to dictate to a business where they can do business. (Boeing Dreamliner Plant). No Constitutional

authority to do so.

NDAA – Section 1021. Due process Rights negated.  Violation of 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th Amendments.

Executive Order 13603 NDRP – Government can seize anything

Executive Order 13524 – Gives INTERPOL jurisdiction on American soil beyond law enforcement agencies,

including the FBI.

Executive Order 13636 Infrastructure Cybersecurity – Bypassing Congress Article 1 Section 1, ALL Legislative

power held by Congress

Attempt to tax political contributions – 1st Amendment

DOMA Law – Obama directed DOJ to ignore the Constitution and separation of powers and not enforce the

law. ” he shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed,” Article II Section 3

Dodd-Frank – Due process and separation of powers. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau writing and

interpreting law. Article. I. Section. 1

Drone strikes on American Citizens – 5th Amendment Due process Rights negated

Bypassed Congress and gave EPA power to advance Cap-n-Trade

Attempt for Graphic tobacco warnings (under appeal) – 1st Amendment

Four Exec. appointments – Senate was NOT in recess (Court has ruled unconstitutional yet the appointees still

remain)

Obama took Chairmanship of UN Security Council – Violation of Section 9.

ACA (Obamacare) mandate – SCOTUS rewrote legislation and made it a tax because there is no Constitutional

authority for Congress to force Americans to engage in commerce. SCOTUS has no authority to Legislate or lay

taxes. Article I Section 1 & 8.

Contraceptive, abortifacients mandate violation of First Ammendment

Healthcare waivers – No president has dispensing powers

Refuses to acknowledge state’s 10th Amendment rights to nullify Obamacare

Going after states (AZ lawsuit) for upholding Federal law (immigration) -10th Amendment.

Chrysler Bailout -TARP – violated creditors rights and bankruptcy law, as well as Takings and Due Process

Clauses – 5th Amendment (G.W. Bush also illegally used TARP funds for bailouts)

The Independent Payment Advisory Board (appointees by the president). Any decisions by IPAB will instantlyFollow
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become law starting in 2014 – Separation of Powers, Article 1 Section 1.

Congress did not approve Obama’s war in Libya. Article I, Section 8, First illegal war U.S. has engaged in.

Impeachable under Article II, Section 4; War Powers Act – Article II Section 3.

Obama falsely claims UN can usurp Congressional war powers.

Obama has acted outside the constitutional power given him – this in itself is unconstitutional.

Bribery of Senator Ben Nelson  and Senator Mary Landrey. (Cornhusker Kickback and Louisiana Purchase)

Article II, Section 4.

With the approval of Obama, the NSA and the FBI are tapping directly into the servers of 9 internet

companies to gain access to emails, video/audio, photos, documents, etc. This program is code named PRISM.

NSA also collecting data on all phone calls in U.S. – Violation of 4th Amendment.

Directed signing of U.N. Firearms treaty – 2nd Amendment.

The Senate/Obama immigration bill (approved by both) raises revenue – Section 7. All Bills for raising

Revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives

Obama altered law – (A president has no authority to alter law) Delayed upholding the Employer Mandate

Law (ACA) until 2015 – Individual Mandate will be enforced. A President does not have that authority –

Article. I. Section. 1. All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States;

The president “shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed” -Article II, Section 3;  Equal Protection

Clause -14th Amendment.

Obama altered law – ACA Medicare cuts delayed until 2015. Article. I. Section. 1; Article II, Section 3.

Obama altered law – Enforcement of eligibility requirements for ACA delayed until 2015. Article. I. Section. 1;

Article II, Section 3.

Obama wavered ACA Income Verification Article. I. Section. 1; Article II, Section 3.

Obama altered law – Delayed ACA caps on out of pocket expenses until 2015. (when implemented premiums

will skyrocket) Article. I. Section. 1; Article II, Section 3.

Obama ignored judicial order to fulfill legal obligation regarding Yucca Mountain waste. Article II, Section 3

Waived Federal provision that prevents U.S. From arming terrorist groups – Article I. Section 1; Impeachable

under Article III, Section 3.

Directed State Department HS to ignore law barring entry to U.S. those giving political or charitable aid to

known terrorist groups. Article. I. Section. 1; Article II, Section 3.

Obama shelves part of the ACA Law for Insurers, extending the life of non-qualifying (according to ACA) plans

until Jan. 1, 2015. Article. I. Section. 1; Article II, Section 3. Violation of the Take Care Clause, Separation of

Powers.

Obama waved ACA individual mandate for those that lost their insurance. Article. I. Section. 1; Article II,

Section 3. Violation of the Take Care Clause, Separation of Powers.

Obama alters ACA law and exempts companies employing between 50-100 full-time workers from business

mandate until 2016. Article. I. Section. 1; Article II, Section 3.

In total, Obama has unilaterally altered ACA 24 times.  Article. I. Section. 1; Article II, Section 3. Violation of

the Take Care Clause, Separation of Powers.

A Constitutional law professor (even their students) should know better.  The truth is Obama was not a

Constitutional law professor: “under no circumstances would an offer to Obama be tenured.” “The thought that

the law school could have made a tenure offer to a person with no academic writing was out of the

question.” Former University of Chicago Law School Dean Richard Epstein.

Follow
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Clearly Obama has not respected or protected the Constitution. Obama has broken his oath to preserve, protect,

and defend the Constitution of the United States. Article II, Section 1. 

Note: Executive Orders/Actions by the president were not designed for, nor do they give a president the authority

to use as, a means to override or alter legislation or any other Constitutional violation.  Executive Orders cannot

defy Congressional intent.

Share this:

This entry was posted in Constitution and tagged constitution. Bookmark the permalink.
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21 bloggers like this.

Russ DeMarco says:
October 21, 2015 at 6:19 am

Please post more to help me fight the fight, your doing a great service. Thanks.

Reply

gerald Buess says:
November 12, 2015 at 3:42 pm

Yes I have done this.

Reply

Anonymous says:
October 27, 2015 at 6:14 pm

Who verified your findings…

Reply

FRANK says:
November 2, 2015 at 6:43 am

I went to law school and have worked for law offices and in the legal/criminal justice field for 30 years and I can

verify most all of what is stated. I have a paralegal A.A.S. degree, a B.A. in criminal justice, a B.A. in political science,

M.S. in criminal justice and criminal investigation and a year and a half in law school with decades of study of federal

statutes and Supreme Court cases. The writer knows what they are talking about.

Reply

Anonymous says:
January 23, 2016 at 6:39 am

Haha he isn’t even a lawyer. You got a bunch of worthless degrees, didn’t finish law school. and “studied” law

for decades. Sounds like you think you know more than anyone else thinks you do.

Follow
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BJS says:
February 16, 2016 at 4:35 pm

I have tried to trace your findings and could not do so. For example, you stated “ Ignoring Federal law

requiring that each state be notified when/where refuges are being placed in their state. Article II Section 3”

What I found “The Refugee Act of 1980 created The Federal Refugee Resettlement Program to provide for the

effective resettlement of refugees and to assist them to achieve economic self-sufficiency as quickly as

possible after arrival in the United States. iii) local voluntary agency activities should be conducted in close

cooperation and advance consultation with State and local governments. (2)(A) The Director and the Federal

agency administering subsection (b)(1), shall consult regularly (not less often than quarterly) with State and

local governments and private nonprofit voluntary agencies concerning the sponsorship process and the

intended distribution of refugees among the States and localities before their placement in those States and

localities.” .” Please provide proof where this did not happen.

Anonymous says:
March 17, 2016 at 3:40 pm

Congratulations on your accomplishments, I missed the biggie are you also a lawyer? Looks like you have a

lot of free time on your hands. You sound like a hater!

Dan Macro says:
February 15, 2016 at 1:34 am

No one it’s all just BS!

Reply

James D. Heeren says:
November 4, 2015 at 6:39 am

Then how in Gods name did he get away with breaking the Laws of the United States, the Constitution and his Oath Of Office

Reply

gerald Buess says:
November 12, 2015 at 3:47 pm

Yes that is a very good Question. I would say that we have a very, very stupid bunch of

Representation in Washington DC. Or they have been bought off. The hole bunch ought to be brought up on treason

charges.

Reply

Charlie Rand (@CharlieRand9) says:
December 27, 2015 at 11:27 pm

Yes, all of those culpable should be prosecuted… but it’s as though any vestige of Enforcement has been

silenced, effectively. We need to remedy that, quickly.

Anonymous says:
November 19, 2015 at 12:09 pm

He is black .this country is afraid of him

Reply
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Anonymous says:
January 16, 2016 at 3:01 pm

The country is afraid of the repricussions of prosecuting a black man in this position and in turn the division

within our country it would cause. Hence all the political correctness you are seeing throughout the US….this

was part of his scheme IMO.

Anonymous says:
January 24, 2016 at 5:17 pm

No, we/they are not. Race was and usually is never part of a situation until someone plays the race card. I’m

not saying I disagree with what was laid out here but people who make everything about race are garbage and

should be treated as such. If people were to actually ask for punishment or impeachment it would have

nothing to do with his race. If you live on this argument, then you are limiting every future president to being

a white male. As any other race of president would be under the same scrutiny and suspicion purely due to

the color of his/her skin.

Linda Templet says:
January 24, 2016 at 10:01 pm

You are absolutely right Anonymous; race is not the issue at all. This Issue is that our Constitution is the

Supreme Law of the LAND–not the Supreme Law of the people.

This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all

Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority Of the United States, shall BE the Supreme LAW

of the Land, and the Judges in EVERY State, shall be bound thereby, any THING in the Constitution OR

LAWS OF ANY STATE–to THE CONTRARY NOTWITHSTANDING.

We have an ILLEGAL President. His eligibility IS CONTRARY TO THIS CONSTITUTION. Women at the

time of the Adoption of THIS Constitution were NOT Citizens or Members of this Political Organization–

Political Union–Political Body called the United States. Therefore, one can not use the citizenship of the

MOTHER in order to become eligible to run for the Office of the President.

Women became Citizens or Members of this Political Organization AFTER the Adoption of THIS

Constitution.

THIS IS IMPORTANT!! We have a BUNCH of ineligible people in this presidential race of 2016 that do not

pass the Citizen at the time of the Adoption of THIS Constitution TEST. Hillary Clinton–Bernie Sanders–Ted

Cruz–Carley Fiorina–and Marcio Rubio– are NOT BLACK PEOPLE. These people are not eligible because

the MEN are using their MOTHERS Citizenship in order to qualify and WOMEN WERE NOT MEMBERS or

Citizens of the United States at the time of the Adoption of THIS Constitution. They became Citizens of the

United States AFTER the Adoption.

Obama also used his MOTHERS Citizenship to qualify–This have nothing to do with him being half BLACK

and half WHITE. His FATHER–his GRAND father– his Great grand father and his great-great grandfather

were all born in Africa and they ALL LIVED IN AFRICAN. None of these men were Members or Citizens of

the United States Political Organization. This man DID NOT QUALIFY to be in the Office of the President.

This is completely CONTRARY TO THIS CONSTITUTION!

It is TIME for us to stand up people. We MUST open the EYES of the Blind people. IGNORANCE is

destroying our country and this SUPREME LAW of the LAND.

Florence says:
March 12, 2016 at 8:11 pm

Not afraid of him, but of what the black population will do if he is impeached and kicked out.

Follow
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Kendal Britton says:
July 7, 2016 at 2:07 am

He is not black.

Three races of origin

Caucasian 50%

Muslim 40%

Negro 10%

He is bisexual

He practices Satanic ritual in the White House.

As did each President that came after Reagan.

His wedding band inscribed allegiance to Allah.

He fulfills qualifications as Antichrist.

Pope Francis is The False Prophet.

We are currently in WW III

Trump is in the New Testament in the Book of Revelation, as the Final Trump & Seal will be opening prior to

the battle of Armageddon

You cannot change The End from the Beginning. All prophecy has been fulfilled

Anthony says:
January 11, 2016 at 12:19 am

This is what I am trying to figure out?? How come no one can stop this??

Reply

Anonymous says:
February 29, 2016 at 2:08 am

Linda Templet. The meet fact that you mentioned an illegal president shows your ignorance. The citizenship

status of President Obama was taken to the Supreme Court and upheld. Literally 30 seconds of research and I

destroy your primary argument. Liberty legal foundation vs. national Democratic Party was the first.

Anonymous says:
March 17, 2016 at 3:43 pm

You sound foolish! You are merely caught up in the craziness that has been the Republican Party.

Reply

S ha says:
November 17, 2015 at 5:54 am

I would like further information on the specific articles violated what the consequences are.

The items that are impeachable, must equal more than two! How about lying to the people? Why does congress not do

something

How can one organize an individual lawsuit or something to force the consequences of Obama’s actions

Dereliction of duty and refusal to Pritchard u s citizens

Who cares why he did it I have my own opinion but you outline multiple laws the the president of the United States has

broken

Please advise as to how to force the issue and have this man removed from office

Thank you

S

Thank you Follow
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Reply

Randy Winner says:
November 23, 2015 at 9:14 pm

It has been touched but not explored, the issue of treason is clearly explained and Thomas Jefferson has clearly outlined what

we are to do,,,,200 years ago. Why are there so many spineless politicians?,,,,since they could not make a living doing

anything else what would they do? They could not contemplate being out of a job, so they stick with the status quo. I’m afraid

we are screwed as I’m old now and cant run fast,,, but can I can still shoot straight! Give me a proper weapon and a decent

elevation and a lot of ammo,,,and I can still be useful,,,,let’s go!

Reply

Anonymous says:
January 13, 2016 at 9:53 am

+1 The article assumes readers would have the knowledge to get each violation’s meaning and the law it’s in violation

of. Short paragraphs elaborating on each violation would be very helpful to those of us who are interested in knowing

more about it but have no academic study under our belts… better if the explanatory paragraphs are as accessible as

possible so that anyone, at any level would be able to understand as clearly as possible, maybe a video with audio

commentary would serve the purpose even better since many aren’t inclined to read long articles (think TLDR “Too

Long Didn’t Read”) which would make an effort to explain further, as I suggested, something of little impact, while

people would be more amenable to watch/listen what would need to be written using lengthy paragraphs. Thanks for

the info posted and thanks in advance for the added clarifications.

Reply

Jovaier*Sagor says:
November 28, 2015 at 7:23 pm

Hai friends how are you i am jovaier Sagor Livs in comilla 01969445683

Reply

John Brashear says:
December 27, 2015 at 7:50 pm

The US Constitution gives NO Authority for an Executive Order, only Executive Actions, which Constitutionally MUST be

Backed By CURRENT US LAWS, Period

Basis in United States Constitution[edit]

There is no constitutional provision nor statute that explicitly permits executive orders. The term executive power Article II,

Section 1, Clause 1 of the Constitution, refers to the title of President as the executive. He is instructed therein by the

declaration “take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed” made in Article II, Section 3, Clause 5 or face impeachment. Most

executive orders use these Constitutional reasonings as the authorization allowing for their issuance to be justified as part of

the President’s sworn duties,[2] the intent being to help direct officers of the U.S. Executive carry out their delegated duties

as well as the normal operations of the federal government: the consequence of failing to comply possibly being the removal

from office.[3]

An executive order of the president must find support in the Constitution, either in a clause granting the president specific

power, or by a delegation of power by Congress to the president.[4]

Reply
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Charlie Rand (@CharlieRand9) says:
December 27, 2015 at 11:49 pm

What is the current status of;

The Immigration & Nationality Act ~ Public Law 414, Chapter 2, Section 212, which prohibits US entry if Alien seeks to

overthrow the US Govt.

In reading about it, this Act was passed to enforce that Sharia Law is patently Anti-Constitutional, with it’s purpose being to

“overthrow” the US Constitution and therefore the US Government.

This Act recognized the nature and intent of Sharia as illegal in the US.

Has this Act been overridden somehow, or like so much else, obscured by the Obama posse?

Reply

Freedom1776 says:
December 28, 2015 at 3:50 am

God bless you in this; you’re doing yeoman’s work.

Reply

Linda Templet says:
December 28, 2015 at 1:41 pm

Here is a little understanding as to what Power means. Now look at these French Phrases that I am quoting under the Free

Dictionary Online. Article !! Section 1 ” The EXECUTIVE POWER shall be vested in the President of the United States of

America”. Now the United States of America is a Corporation just like any other business. Every single corporation has

someone that is the Executive of their business. Every Large Corporation has a President, and a Vice President. Now the

executive Power shall be vested in the President of this Corporation called the “United States of America”.

Now Obama was given the Executive Power and the AUTHORITY over One thing in this Constitution under Article II Section

2. ” The President SHALL BE the Commander IN CHIEF of the Army and the Navy of the United States, and of the Militia of

the several States, WHEN CALLED INTO ACTUAL SERVICE of the United States. Now the Militia has to call for this man to

send more troops because the State can not control the situation. He is the One person that the States turns to who is the

Commander IN CHIEF of this Corporation or Business NAMED the United States of America.. He can’t call more troops into

actual service unless the States call him first.

This man put his hand ON THE BIBLE and swore that HE WOULD– FAITHFULLY EXECUTE– the OFFICE of the

President. EXECUTEING the Presidents OFFICE of any Corporation means OFFICE work—To complete; to make; to sign; to

perform; to do; to carry out according to its terms; to fulfill the command or purpose of. To perform all necessary

FORMALITIES, as to make and sign a contract, or sign and deliver a note.

The President of any BUSINESS has a lot of OFFICE DUTIES to preform.

People are so mixed up and confused. This MAN was elected to BE the PRESIDENT of an OFFICE. He was sworn in to

faithfully execute the OFFICE—OF THE —PRESIDENT. He is to take care of OFFICE subjects and matters.

Before anything can get straightened out in this country one must realize that the “United States of America” is the NAME of

a BUSINESS with so many different sorts, kinds, or types of OFFICES within this ONE Corporation that has many

BRANCHES.

This man–Barack OBAMA was not given ANY DIRECT POWER or AUTHORITY over our country or the people unless there

is an emergency. His EXECUTIVE POWERS can then come into motion according to what THIS Constitution allows him to

do.

Follow
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The Constitution IS his BOSS of this OFFICE that he is President of. The Constitution is HIS LAW BOOK that HE has to

strictly abide by what this Constitution tells HIM to do.

Everything that this man does while he is the elected President of this OFFICE within this Corporation SHOULD to the BEST

OF HIS ABILITY, PRESERVE, PROTECT, and DEFEND THIS Constitution.

The MOST important JOB or DUTY of the Presidency is stated in this OATH–the Presidents is hired to the best of HIS ability

PRESERVE this Constitution–PROTECT this Constitution–and DEFEND this Constitution.

This man thinks he is COMMANDER IN CHIEF of the country and the people. He, along with so many other OFFICE

WORKERS in this Corporation, is NOT preserving, protecting, OR DEFENDING this Constitution. He is trying to

COMPLETELY DESTROY THIS CONSTITUTION.

It is time for the people to see that the United States of America is a BUSINESS and Barack Obama–who is NOT a NATURAL

BORN CITIZEN OF the United States– is nothing but a President of AN OFFICE ONLY.

Let us RIGHTLY Divide what we are reading.

Reply

Anonymous says:
January 5, 2016 at 6:32 pm

I will never allow that idiot whom we have as a president to confiscate our guns!

Reply

Bobtehepicjackman says:
January 6, 2016 at 10:06 pm

Agreed!!!

Reply

Anonymous says:
January 12, 2016 at 3:25 pm

Good, because he’s never said he was going to…idiot.

Reply

Mike Shelton says:
February 22, 2016 at 6:50 pm

Bull shit.. He wants the australian gun model. They confiscated IDIOT

Anonymous says:
January 13, 2016 at 1:10 pm

Enjoyed reading

Reply

Linda Templet says:
January 14, 2016 at 8:25 am

Follow
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Everyday I learn more by thinking and studying. I am so upset that the legality of this President has not been challenged. As

it stands today anyone born in the United States, if the mother is an American, would be eligible to become out next

President of the United States. People this is a lie and is completely unconstitutional.

Where are the Constitutional Scholars? I have no college education but I have a lot of common sense.

I know how to figure this out; and our forefathers KNEW that the day would come when someone other than a natural BORN

American Citizen would try to take control of this government that they set up to protect all the future generations of

Americans.

They protected this from happening in this very first REQUIREMENT in order to be eligible to enter into the Office of the

President or Vice President.

According to THIS Constitution Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio, Hillary Clinton, Sarah Palin, Carley Fiorina and BARACK OBAMA

are and were NOT eligible to run for the Office of the President or Vice President.

Now this is quite simple. Our Constitution states this–No PERSON–EXCEPT a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the

United States–AT THE TIME OF THE ADOPTION OF THIS CONSTITUTION–shall be eligible TO THE OFFICE of the

President.

At the time of the Adoption of THIS Constitution WOMEN were not Citizens of the United States. They were citizens our

country but they were not Citizens or MEMBERS of our POLITICAL ORGANIZATION until they became eligible TO VOTE.

At the time of the Adoption of this Constitution MEN were the Leaders of country–MEN fought and died in the WARS–MEN

made the Laws– MEN who made this government–and it was only the MEN in this country who were called POLITICAL

Citizens. Women were also called citizens (with a little “c”). They had rights and privileges living in this country but they

could not become a Citizen of the United States because this was an ALL MEN MEMBERSHIP POLITICAL ORGANIZATION

at the time of the Adoption of THIS Constitution. You don’t believe that? Just take time out and read it for yourselves. Every

office mentions “HE”.

Now this is the first question that I had to ask myself that totally eliminates all WOMEN from being eligible to run for the

Office of the President or Vice President.

Now I know that the Laws have been changed–but the new laws did not change the eligibility REQUIREMENTS to become

the next President or Vice President of this POLITICAL ORGANIZATION called, “The United States”. The States are

POLITICALLY governed by this central government on certain ISSUES.

These Presidential and Vice Presidential requirements have nothing to do with the PEOPLES PERSONAL Equal rights or

Equal privileges–it has to do with guarding and protecting our Country called, “The United States of AMERICA”.

Here is the FIRST QUESTION– Were there any WOMEN MEMBERS of this POLITICAL Organization at the time of the

Adoption of this Constitution while it was being created, formed, or made?

Did women help make the Laws of this land at the time of the Adoption of THIS Constitution?

Did women make any LEGALLY BINDING POLITICAL decisions at the time of the Adoption of THIS Constitution?

Did Women go to any of the MEETINGS? Were any women on any of the Special Committees? Did women help fight in our

War of Independence?

Is a the word “SHE” even mention in THIS CONSTITUTION one time? The answer to all of these questions is NO! Women

were NOT part of this ALL MENS POLITICAL MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATION at the time of the Adoption of this

Constitution.

Now I ask you–Hillary Clinton and Carley Fiorina is trying to become eligible to become the next President of this United

States of America. Do they pass the eligibility requirement Test?

Absolutely NOT–NO PERSON EXCEPT a natural born Citizen or a Citizen of the United States AT THE TIME OF THE

ADOPTION OF THIS CONSTITUTION shall be eligible TO THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT. Women were not

MEMBERS of this POLITICAL Community or Organization at the TIME of the Adoption of THIS Constitution. We would

have to have a CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION to change THIS eligibility requirement TEST.

Now we have 3 MEN to look at to see whether or not THEY pass the eligibility requirement TEST of our Constitution. Guess

what? They do not pass the TEST.

If you all need me to show you why just let me know. We have an ILLEGAL President sitting in the Office of the

President–we don’t need another one. These men are citizens of the United States but they are NOT and could never be

Citizens or MEMBERS OF OUR ALL AMERICAN FEDERAL POLITICAL ORGANIZATION or COMMUNITY.

Reply

Mike Shelton says:
February 22, 2016 at 6:55 pm
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Pingback: A Populist Candidate is the Least of My Worries | hiddenaltar

Everyone you have mentioned was born in the us ( supposedly) That is the definition of a natural born citizen. I see

nothing in the constitution that states the president must be of any gender. Your argument is Lacking Validity.

Respectfully.

Reply

Linda Templet says:
February 29, 2016 at 1:07 pm

Mike Shelton do you not understand what these words AT THE TIME OF THE ADOPTION OF THIS

CONSTITUTION means? Those words are setting up a Hereditary right to this Office of the President that is

to be passed down to the next generation of full blooded American Citizens. Women WERE NOT CITIZENS

at the time of the Adoption 0f this Constitution. Women did not become Citizens of the United States

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION until AFTER the Adoption of this Constitution.

Marcio Rubio is running for the Office of the President. He was born I America in 1971. His PARENTS BOTH

HAD CUBAN CITIZENSHIP at the time of his birth. This man was BORN A CUBAN CITIZEN because his

parents were Cuban Citizens. Now you tell me–Does this man have a right to become our next President of

the United states.

His parents became NATURALIZED CITIZENS by a piece of paper 4 year after Marcio Rubio was born!

Gender isn’t mentioned in this Constitution because it did not have to mention Gender. THERE WERE NO

WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT–only MEN. Read the Constitution Mike–gender is mention there. Every single

Representative’s Office Mentions and HE SHALL–The President is referred to as HE SHALL–go read

it–there is not ONE SHE in any of the OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS before a woman became eligible TO VOTE!

I am so sick of INGORANCE RULING our Country. No wonder our country is in such a MESS!

Go read the Constitution and see all the HE’S then come back and tell me that there is no gender mentioned!

Dan Macro says:
February 15, 2016 at 1:36 am

So which Right wing Hate Group runs this Site?

Reply

Mike Shelton says:
February 22, 2016 at 6:56 pm

Congrats The dumbest comment yet

Reply

Anne Mead-Rigsby says:
March 1, 2016 at 4:44 am

Please list George Bush’s executive actions for comparison.

Reply

R Hance says:
March 1, 2016 at 1:23 pm

Wow, that’s an amazing list Mr. Constitution. Now, why not make an even LONGER one outlining how the Republican-

dominated congress has humped the law? Top of the list – refusing to do their job, blatantly, by not confirming a justice for

SCOTUS. Oh, wait, I realize like every other conservative you’ll likely just warp the truth – never mind, I’m sure you’re
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smarter than our CONSTITUTIONAL LAWYER-president.

Reply

D.Ann says:
March 16, 2016 at 5:02 pm

The point to all this is Obama brags about his knowledge of the constitution yet he has a blatant disregard for it and his

actions should not be justified by what anyone else is doing or not doing.

Reply

James Alexander says:
April 7, 2016 at 2:02 pm

So can anyone tell me why Congress hasn’t impeach the sorry bastard

Reply

A. Morales says:
April 7, 2016 at 2:10 pm

Have you ever bothered to check on the illegal “activities” of other presidents, such as Bush (both), Reagan, Nixon or others?

Reply

Anonymous says:
April 7, 2016 at 4:35 pm

BS,

A list by who? Most of these things listed are exaggerated but, if Congress would have worked with the President things

would have gotten done. Republicans are cry babies.

Reply

Cynthia Roberts says:
April 7, 2016 at 7:09 pm

Bull. Obama continues to aid our enemies,

Break our laws he swore to uphold, etc.. Republicans are not cry babies just hard working people, who want to

continue living in a free society.

President Obama is guilty of treasonous acts, and he knows it.

Reply

Cynthia Roberts says:
April 7, 2016 at 7:04 pm

He should be arrested for treason.

Reply

Morris Grassi says:
April 7, 2016 at 10:46 pm
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Pingback: The Danger Of Ignoring Barry’s Attacks On Our Constitution – The Constitutional Conservatives

Why is he still in office? Are the Washington elites all in cahoots? It certainly looks like it!!!!

Reply

Anonymous says:
April 8, 2016 at 12:01 am

Talk about misleading hogwash. This is actually shameful how false it is. Shame on you.

Reply

GSB says:
May 1, 2016 at 3:35 pm

Too bad ‘anonymous’ has not the guts to identify properly. Must be another dumb ass like Mikkelson from Snopes – who

cannot stand anyone telling the truth about the Liberal treachery in our country today. Liberalism (capital L) as it exists

today has NEVER benefited society as a whole. Our youth is being brainwashed into believing the mathematically

incompetent Bernie is qualified to be the CEO of America, that Obama is somehow a savior, and that the treacherous snake,

Hillary, could possibly be good for freedom.

Our political establishment (both sides of the aisle) have all of us who pay the bills FENCING WITH THE SWORD OF

MISGUIDED EMOTION! It is time the “not-47%” wake up and get involved to replace the criminal politicians who cater to

the 47% who contribute nothing to our society.

Reply

GSB says:
May 1, 2016 at 3:39 pm

BTW, has everyone noticed how ‘Anonymous’ attempts to discredit other writers by questioning minutia? This is the old trick

used by the Communists and other adherents to Karl Marx to throw the discussion off track. Be wary of people using this

technique – they are trying to pull something over on you.

Reply

Realist says:
June 23, 2016 at 6:04 pm

I see anonymous BS. I will clarify for all doubting Thomas’s. If you want to be sure how badly our rights have been

eroded, then read the laws for yourself. They are all posted for everyone to read. Instead of taking a “selfie” or posting

your latest meal, do yourself a favor before ” Your children wake up homeless On the continent theirFathers

conquered”

Reply

Anonymous says:
May 7, 2016 at 2:50 pm

Where are your references?

Reply

sandra says: Follow
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June 5, 2016 at 10:11 pm

I WISH YOU ALL WOULD TAKE OFF YOUR ROSE COLORED GLASSES AND SEE WHATS REALLLY GOING ON IN THE

WHITEHOUSE AND CONGRESS… WE DO NOT HAVE A REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRATIC PARTY ANYMORE…WHAT

WE HAVE IS THE ELITEPARTY AND THEY ARE NOT WORKING FOR YOU OR ME…. THEY HAVE TAKEN OVER AND

CONTROL IT ALL AND WHEN I SAY ALL I MEAN EVERYTHING,,,,EVEN OUR COURT SYSTEM.. WHY DO YOU THINK

THEY HATE TRUMP SO MUCH??? BRCAUSE HE ISEXPOSING THEM ALL… THIS HAS BEEN GOING ON FOR OVER 20

OR MORE YEARS AND IT WAS GRADUALLYCOMMING INTO PLACE AND THEN HERE COMES TRUMP AND BLOWS

IT ALLOUT OF THE WATER… YOU PEOPLE CAN’T REALLY BE THAT BLIND ..THEY WERE HOPING THAT IDIOTS

WOULD SEE IT AS A CONSPIRACY THEROY.. BUT GUESS WHAT MORE AND MORE PEOPLE ARE WAKING UP… I SAY

LOOK DEEPER PEOPLE AND DO NOT BE FOOLED BY A PARTY…BECAUSE THE ELITE PARTY IS DUMBING DOWN

MANY COUNTRIES AND THEY WANT NEW WORLD ORDER AND THEY ARE NOT GOING TO STOP TILL THEY HAVE

TOTAL CONTROL AND IT IS IN PLACE.. THEY ARE ANGRY BECAUSE PEOPLE ARE GOING TO VOTE TO STOP THEM

BY VOTING FOR TRUMP…GOD HELP US ALL…

Reply

Linda Templet says:
June 6, 2016 at 2:07 pm

What we really have is a Global governing system being set up but we don’t realize it yet. Michelle O. just proudly

stated to college graduates that the President is the SON OF A KENYAN! Oh how right she is! She is trying to make

her point. This man is a son of a Kenyan. If a Kenyan can become President of the American peoples government

every other FOREIGNER can become President of the America Peoples Government also. American BORN

FOREIGNERS are taking over our country and our American form of government. These American BORN

FOREIGNERS are sitting in the highest seats of our government claiming to be natural born citizens of the United

States. They are changing our American CULTURE, our American HERITAGE, our American Traditions, and our

American VIRTUES and VALUES.

They are changing our form of Government right before our eyes. TRUMP sees it and he knows what these people are

doing. You are so right Sandra–this is about a ONE WORLD ORDER and the Obama Administration is Leading the

Way!

We no longer have AMERICAN VOTERS according to all the news media. We are now classified into groups

depending on a persons Nationality. We have AFRICAN/American voters–LATIN/American Voters–

AFRICAN/American Voters–ASIAN/American Voters. Why are we not all EQUAL? Why is the News Media and our

Representatives DIVIDING the American voters into different groups?

By God I AM AN AMERICAN–a full blooded AMERICAN–I was BORN an AMERICAN because both my parents

were born in America and the BOTH lived in the SAME country that they were BORN in–AMERICA. They were

BOTH United States Citizens and I inherited my NATIONAL Citizenship from my full blooded American Parents. I

AM an American and so was my ancestors going back 4 generations!

Obama is NOT an American! He is just what his own wife said he is–HE IS THE SON OF A KENYAN! That means he

is not a NATURAL –BORN AMERICAN; he’s an AFRICAN/AMERICAN!

A DUAL CITIZEN who only THINKS he is an American because he was born in America.

Transgender men THINK they are women–but are they really women? Not no but HELL NO!

Reply

Realist says:
June 23, 2016 at 5:55 pm

It’s a fact he did this, and so did a bunch of other presidents both Republican and Democrat Alike. The Executive order has

often been misused to enact law as a Dictator. Most people in this Country are so caught up in Facebook or don’t have enough

of an education to figure out that their rights are being taken away. We are slowly having our rights eroded by “Progressive”

Immigration policies that bring ” Refugees” from Communist, or Dictator ruled countries, Who then in turn become citizens

and after they get everything given to them for free vote in more of the same people. If you ask a Refugee from Syria or RussiaFollow
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Pingback: Nationalized Police Force: “The Mob at the Gates that they truly fear is not terrorists but, instead, the people demanding the truth.” | Head Space

if the feel Free in The United States they will say Yes! What better way to water down Freedom than bring people in from the

Most extreme political environments in the world. Having roots in this country for over 100 years I can say we have lost our

true freedom that the constitution intended. I have seen our rights whittled away with each presidency. The Patriot act and

all the other “Law” that has followed has turned the Constituution into the confetti you see at the ticker tape parades of our

Dictators. If you don’t believe take the time to read the Bills and Acts that are posted on the Whitehouse & Senate Websites.

They aren’t hiding anything. We are now free to do as were told!

Reply

Nope says:
July 6, 2016 at 8:21 pm

You are so right. Some scary sh@t bro..

Reply

JAMES says:
July 3, 2016 at 6:59 pm

What do we do? He was elected twice.I voted against twice. looks like he is going for his 3rd term Lets get out and vote stop

the dumb sh t this will be the last 4th of july AMERICAS Birthday vote vote Trump Trump Trump

#Trump

Reply

Nope says:
July 6, 2016 at 8:16 pm

How can Clinton (who was not a horrible President as far as his job was concerned) get impeached for screwing his secretary,

which has nothing to do with his job; and Obama who has blatantly abused the position he’s been given, break the law, and

crapped all over the Constitution in full view of the public, continue to do so without even a slap on the wrist?! It’s like the

government is trying to destroy our country.

Reply
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